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PREFACE
I was recently asked by a modeltrainforum.com member
for advice on buying “diecast” on a budget. Our discussion
led to what started out as another of my Friday
“Automobiles, Trucks, and Buses for O-Gauge” postings on
modeltrainform.com. It kept growing longer as I put more
thought and detail into it. Somewhere along the way, I
decided I would put it into book format.

This book may seem more like “Do as I say, not as I do.” I
started out many years ago buying model cars and trucks
for my model train layout on a very tight budget, just as I
describe here. But over time I found collecting model cars
and trucks to be fun in its own right, and I loosened the
purse strings a bit. I now have about 700 models, ten
times as many as I could possibly need for the layout, and
shop not just the bargain-hunter price range that is the
focus of this book, but for the premium brands of O-Gauge
model vehicles, too.

But it’s really the same process and way of thinking, as it
was when I started buying the first diecast cars and trucks
for my layout. I’m always looking for a bargain, and I
always smile when I find one.

I have learned a lot about “buying diecast cheap.” I hope
everyone finds what I’ve included here useful.

Lee Willis
Cary, NC 

April 2016
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INTRODUCTION & KEY CONCEPTS

Many O-Gauge model railroaders want to build a realistic
miniature world in which they can run their model trains.
That heightens the model trains’ realism by setting them
off in something that looks like the environment they had
back in the day. But in addition, it’s just fun to build a toy-
train layout that reproduces, in 1:48 scale, a part of the
world and a time we loved.

One of the features most needed to achieve a look of
realism on a layout is a number of model vehicles doing
what vehicles would have been doing in that landscape in
the real world. If the layout is modeling a city scene, with
buildings and streets, then it needs traffic on the streets:
cars, cabs, buses and delivery trucks crowding its streets.
But where the layout is open country with fields, farm
houses, and mountain vistas in the background, it needs
farm tractors, pickup trucks near the farmhouses, and so
forth.

All O-Gauge model railroaders are on a budget.
Regardless of how much that budget is, there is so much
to do that there is never enough money. So finding the
required vehicles for the layout at really good prices is
something everyone wants to do, regardless of how much
they have to spend.

Finding good vehicles for the layout at a good price is
challenging, but in its own way, a lot of fun. It begins with
knowing: what you need, where to find it, and how to
recognize a good bargain when you see it. This section
goes over some key concepts and overview points to start
toward that goal.

1 – Introduction and Key Concepts
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“Diecast” Doesn’t Necessarily Mean Diecast

The term “diecast” is used rather indiscriminately in the
model and toy industry to mean pre-assembled model
cars, trucks, buses, travel trailers, ships, planes, etc.,
regardless of the material used to make them and how
they were made. Many are made of a hard diecast metal,
but some models are made of a much softer cast white
metal. You may not care, but there is a big difference if
you are a metallurgist or a model manufacturer, and that
difference affects price in several ways.

A large portion of the models that are available are
molded/cast resin models. Resin is usually more
expensive than diecast metal but less than cast white
metal, and it is arguably the material that leads to the
most accurate, detailed models. But at times, it also
results in rather delicate models that have to be handled
carefully to avoid damage.

And more than a few models discussed here are molded
plastic. This material can look very toy-like, with a “cheap
plastic toy” sheen, But if the manufacturer has the plastic
painted correctly, it can look very good. And for
completeness here, I’ll note I have two model cars that
appear to be made out of molded plaster. Go figure.

So you will see “Diecast” used on many websites 
to mean the section where a person can find 
model vehicles, regardless of whether they are 
made of hard or soft metal, resin, plastic, or any 
other material.    

I’ll use the term “diecast” that way, too.  

1 – Introduction and Key Concepts
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Models of a 1950 Studebaker Starlight coupe. The
difference between 1:43 (right) and 1:48 (left) is fully
ten percent, and very noticeable. I prefer 1:43.

What Scale Models Work Best?

In America, O-Gauge is considered to be 1:48 scale: a
model ¼ inch represents one foot in the real world.
Model cars and trucks at 1:48 scale, then, would be best
for an O-Gauge model layout.

Except: the vast majority of model cars available for O-
Gauge layouts are European O-Gauge scale (1:43) rather
than US O-Gauge scale (1:48). The vast majority of model
trucks and construction and farm equipment are 1:50.
My strong recommendation is to go with those two
scales, using 1:43 cars and small trucks, and 1:50 for big
rigs, etc. - rather than try to stock a layout with 1:48 cars
and trucks. There are 1:48 model vehicles out there, but
the selection is small. If you stick to 1:48, you will have a
hard time assembling a wide-enough variety of different
vehicles to look realistic, and it will cost more to do so.

But beyond those reasons, I’ve come to prefer 1:43 cars
to 1:48. Cars are small compared to trains and the
equipment one typically sees around train-yards, and the
10% boost in scale that 1:43 gives them compared to
1:48 makes them less prone to “disappear” amidst all the
railroad equipment on a layout. As for trucks, 1:50 is
close enough to 1:48 that it just doesn’t matter.



Gordon-Keeble was not a bad car, just not
good enough that anyone really cared. It is
mostly famous, if you can call it that, for
being the clue in a famous episode of the
British cold-case drama, Waking the Dead.

Apparently everyone wants a model of
the Tucker 48, Several companies,
including Yat Ming, make very good
models of it that can be bought for as
little as $5 new in the box (w/o shipping)

What’s Available? About Anything You Want. 

Over 1,000 companies make and sell 1:43-1:50 scale
models. Among all those there is an O-Gauge model of
nearly anything ever put on wheels. So, if it was made in
the real world, and often even when it was not, you can
find an O-Gauge model of it
if you look hard enough and                                                        
are willing to pay what it                                                                   
costs. You can even find                                                                         
O-Gauge models of very                                                    
obscure cars that few people                                                      
really care about, like the                                                               
Gordon-Keeble (right).  

Few companies make low-cost O-Gauge model cars. Far
more produce models costing $40 - $300. But Yat Ming,
Americom, Greenlight, etc., have set themselves up to
mass-produce models at very low cost.

Despite the low price these models look good – at least
on the outside. They have cheap-looking interiors and lack
fine detail, but they do nicely on a layout, where you can’t
see that.

Selection is limited:
There are only about
five hundred different
types of cars and
trucks in the really low
price ranges, but that

is more than enough.

1 – Introduction and Key Concepts
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There is No List Price, But There Is a Typical Price

In any practical sense, there is no “list price” for O-gauge
model trucks and cars that are sold in the lower price
ranges: those discussed here. Few retailers even mention
list price. It isn’t relevant.

I don’t know if the models                                                     
we are talking about here                                                            
have a real list price. It may                                                               
be like inexpensive watches.                                                  
Years ago a good friend                                                          
ran the jewelry section at a                                                                 
department store.  He                                                       
showed me a recently                                                         
arrived  shipment of very                                                           
inexpensive watches (they                                                                        
were Timex, I think). The carton of 24 watches, each its
own small clear-plastic display box (above), came with
four sets of labels to stick in the boxes’ little pocket where
the price was to be displayed while in the store’s jewelry
counters. The four sets of “factory retail” price tags were
each for a different price - $19.95, $25.95, $29.95 and
$35.95. The retailer could pick whichever set she or he
wanted, put it on the boxes, and then put their label
showing their price as a big discount from factory’s. Bull!!!

But for most diecast models there is a typical price – the
price you see day in and day out on most retailer websites.
You should know that price!

The key to “buying cheap” is to know a bargain when you
see it:

The goal is to buy at prices far lower than typical price!

1 – Introduction and Key Concepts
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Quality doesn’t necessarily depend on price.
The lowest-cost O-gauge models have list prices below
$20 and can usually be bought for $14 or so anytime, and
when on sale for much less. The best of these are

completely acceptable for a layout.

Up to perhaps $90, you get slightly more . . .
. . . detail and accuracy for your money, maybe not enough
to make it seem worthwhile, but it’s there if you look. The
detail can be stunning (below), but is invisible when a car
is on the layout and viewed from even just two feet away.

Beyond about $90, you are paying for exclusivity:
for a model produced in very low-volume, and most likely
made at least partly by hand. Some are made in small
numbers (i.e., two dozen) and cost a lot as a result of that
limited production.

This red cast-resin 1:43 Austin Healey 100M is one of only 15 made, with
an original list price of $250. I paid less than half that after searching for
four years. Detail is extraordinary: the wheels have real wire spokes and
accurate brake drums, the hood tie-down has a buckle and the headlights
the proper cast-in lens “grain,” while the instruments and every interior
detail are rendered accurately, including the individual wire spokes on the
steering wheel. Under a jeweler’s loop you can even read “Austin
Healey” on the hood badge. Of course, all this detail is lost if it’s even a
foot away from view. Americom and Vitesse make models of the
standard Healey (rightmost, blue) which can be had for $12-$24. They
have all the detail you will ever need on a layout.

1 – Introduction and Key Concepts
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Learning to Repaint Gives You An Advantage

Repainting an O-gauge model car well is not the easiest
thing to do, but your ability to do so gives you two
additional advantages when it comes to buying die-cast:

Scratched and dent discount.
You will often find scratched or
lightly-damaged diecast for
less than a dollar at train
meets. You can repair and
repaint them and they are
“good as new.”

Nobody Wants Me. I bought
the Coca Cola ‘48 Chrysler at
the left for $2 at a local TCA
meeting. You’ll see some
venders insist that such
“special collectible” models
are quite valuable. I’ve never
believed that. But what is

important is that the seller had decided that he’d held on
to this one long enough. He sold it cheap. Repainted and
converted to ‘Streets (above). It is a really nice model.

The Norscot 1:50 Kenworth rig (below) is normally $75 or
more, but this garish one had not sold and cost me just
$22. I will repaint just the trailer (how hard it is to paint a
box?) and it will be a good model for the layout.



Summary of Buying Diecast on a Budget

• Do some research and learn what is available at what
prices. This is the most important recommendation.
“Buying cheap” will involve pouncing on low-price
opportunities when you see them. They pop up without
warning during “flash” sales on the internet, etc., and
almost randomly when you are at train shows and swap
meets. You have to recognize those good deals when
you see them.

• Focus on the low-cost model brands (some of which are
really good models) rather than on all sale items. A $135
Brooklin model at a 70% discount is still going to cost you
$40. You can buy half a dozen or more good Yat Ming
models for that money when they are selling at good
prices.

• Don’t buy unless you find big discounts (you will). A
discount of 25% is nothing to get excited about.

• Know where to shop and the pricing and policies and
shipping charges of each retailer.

• Work to keep shipping costs very low or zero.

• This all takes time: bargains and die-cast sales at retailers
come and go like blooming flowers – here one day and
gone the next – so stay alert and wait until the discounts
are big – and then pounce.

If you need to accumulate a big collection of cars in a hurry
then you’ll pay more than if you take you time, although if
you are armed with the right knowledge, maybe less than
you expect.

1) Introduction and Key Concepts
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KNOW WHAT YOU                                          
WANT AND NEED

I’m going to use myself as an example. My layout models
small-town America in 1955. So, I want:

1) Common everyday cars and trucks, the type you’d see
on market day in a small town (below). This is actually
a big challenge on a tight budget. The low-cost mass-
market brands focus on offering models they know will
sell in high numbers. These are generally cars people
wanted to own - Cadillacs, Rolls Royce, and Ferraris –
and not the cars they actually owned - Fords,
Plymouths, and Chevrolets.

So, strangely, what was expensive and rare in the real
world is cheap and common in the model world, and
vice versa: you can buy many, many more low-cost
diecast Ferraris than base Chevrolet’s and Plymouths.

2
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First: Know What You Want, continued

2) In my case, I need those common everyday cars and
trucks to be spread over the 20 years prior to 1955.

I want these common everyday cars in my little town
to be of an age distribution that would have been on
the streets in a small town back in 1955. There would
likely be a few new models – maybe even some brand
new ‘56 cars – but mostly one-, two-, three-year old,
and older cars back to perhaps before the war, twenty
years earlier.

I’m in luck here. The period just from before WWII to
1960s is right in the low-cost O-gauge model car
world’s sweet spot. There is a lot to choose from for
these model years. I’m sure to find some real
bargains . . .

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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Detail from the photo on the previous page. I have a ’39
Lincoln Continental, 41 Ford and Plymouth pickup, up to a
pair ‘55 Fords – new cars in 1955.



First: Know What You Want, continued

3) Therefore, in my case, I need to learn about the diecast
1:43 and 1:50 brands that sell models of cars from the late
1930s to the late 1950s, particularly if they make a lot of
models of non-exotic and prestigious cars. I need to learn:

• What the brands call themselves.
Some manufacturers sell under several
brands names: Yat Ming, Lucky, and 
Road Signature are the same company.

• What’s good and bad about each
company’s products.

• What’s the typical price, a good                      
price, and a really outstanding price                                
for the models I want to have

• What retailers carry large selections of            
these cars, and how often the turn over                 
their inventory, change prices, and hold 
sales.

For real bargain-basement prices, I’ll focus on those
models at the low end of the price spectrum, but be
aware of the mid-range, too, because sometimes you find
them on “super-sale.” That knowledge will help me know
where to look for what I want and need, and recognize a
great bargain when I see it.

In my case, all this means I mostly want to know about
Americom and Avtoprom Nash Yat Ming, Greenlight, Road
Champs, and Welly for cars, and ERTL and New Ray for
trucks, all companies that make lots of low-price cars and
trucks from about 1930 to 1960 or beyond.

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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Second: Know the Model Characteristics You Need. 

In my case, I don’t need any cars to pose as if driving on
roads – my roads have been converted to ‘Streets and I
run Superstreets and EZ-Streets cars on them. I won’t need
static models to put on streets.

Why does this matter? Because as far as non-running
models go, I need only parked cars, not cars set out on the
road as if they are driving. Some of the best bargains you
can find are on Welly, Kinsmart, and Franklin Mint models
with opening doors. Many have unrealistically wide gaps
where their doors and truck are. These models with wide
gaps don’t sell quite as well as a result, until retailers
discount then to get them out of inventory.

Yet these often heavily discounted models do well in
vignettes with their doors open (below) So when I find a
really good bargain on a ‘53 Franklin Mint Buick ($2 at a
train show) I snap it up.

Franklin Mint Buick convertible has opening doors that have a very big gap 
when  closed, a gap that looks a bit weird to my eye.  I have it on the layout a 
lot, though, posed as here.  The opening doors open up , so to speak, all 
sorts of nice possibilities for vignettes with the car parked. 

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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Second: Know the Model Characteristics You Need, cont. 

About half of of my parking spaces are within six to 
seven inches of the layout’s edge.   

Why does this matter? Because cars parked there can be
inspected from less than a foot away by anyone leaning
down to see them. This means that the sparse, often
cheap-looking interiors of low-cost convertibles like City
Cruisers will be easy to see, in fact, impossible not to see.

Unless I want to spend a good deal of money on a handful
of more expensive convertibles to put near the layout’s
edge (above), I’m better off buying sedans, coupes, and
hardtops – cars with roofs that make it difficult to see
much detail inside the car. Yat Ming and other sedans and
coupes in the budget price range, if chosen carefully, look
fine on the outside – and its impossible to see too much of
the poor interior detailing inside.

Neo Volvo 1900 S (right) and Facel Vega Facillia (left) have interiors
sure to impress, even from four inches away. The mirrors seem to
reflect images, there are needles on the instruments, they have
the proper knobs and fittings, even buckles on the seat belts. But
they cost ten times what Yat Ming cars do.

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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That is what I need: Think about what you need

Suppose my layout modeled the present day and had big
warehouses, and loading docks, etc.: places there would
be big trucks and equipment.

I’d want a lot of big freight                                                                 
trucks and vehicles that you’d                                                         
see in industrial areas. And                                                          
opening rear doors on the                                                          
trailers.  I’d look at New  Ray,                                                
KAIDIWEI,  as well as the pricier SpecCast and Norscot.  

Or maybe the central feature on my layout is a honking
big train station. There are always cabs around train
stations, so I’d need lots of cabs.

I’d be very interested in 
Americom’s big cabs-of-the-
world series, and about the  
the cabs made by Schuco, 
Greenlight, Kinsmart, 
Vidatoy, etc. I might want 
opening doors, too: Welly?

Or maybe I just like Cadillacs, and I don’t care if its very
realistic or not: my layout is going to be full of Cadillacs!

I need to find out who makes good but low-cost model 
Cadillacs, what the typical                                                                     
prices are for these models,                                           and 
where I can shop for them.                                                      
Armed with that info, I can                                                               
find bargains!



If You Can, Be Flexible About What Cars             
and Colors You Are Willing to Buy.

Finally, a big part of buying at low prices is being flexible
about what you’ll take. It’s like buying a real car: if you
can live with the model/color the dealer has on sale, you
get a bargain. If you insist of exactly what you have in
mind, you often can’t save as much.

Model the 1950s on your layout and need a Pontiac or
two? Then at this moment . . .

• If you are willing to have a ‘56 Starchief
convertible, two-tone, in black and
yellow, you can have it for $9.99 with
free shipping.

• If you want a car from the 1957 Detroit
model year instead, the best price is in
blue, and you’ll pay $14.95, but again,
get free shipping.

• If you insist on a roof, the best you can
do is a turquoise ‘54 sedan at $24.95
plus $12 shipping!

• If you like that ‘56 Starchief, but have to
have it in red and white instead of
black and yellow, you might pay up to
$75 including shipping.

And if you are more finicky than that, you might have to
pay up to $144 for a particular type and year and color, if

even available.

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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Finally, Know Your Budget and Plan Its Use

Be realistic about your budget and plan its use wisely. It
takes longer, but it really is more fun to shop on a budget.
It creates a challenge that makes it doubly satisfying when
you find the car you wanted and got it at a good price, too.

And realistically, spending more because you just want to
buy what you see now really never works. Everyone has a
budget limit. You may tell yourself that “I’ve decided to
spend more today than I planned, because I really want
this model even though its more than I budgeted,” but if
you buy it, then either.

You’ll use up your budget, run out of money,                    
and probably regret this purchase down the                         
road sometime.

Or that doesn’t happen, which means you weren’t                
realistic about how much your budget was in the                  
first place.  You’d be better off setting your mind              
on what it really is: Pretending it was lower than          
it really was probably made you miss other good 
opportunities in the past. 

2 - Know What You Want and Need
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Know Who Makes What                     
and What It Costs
This section discusses the O-gauge companies and brands

that make and sell most of the low-cost but good looking,

model cars and trucks that a budget hunter will want.

American Excellence is both a manufacturer (sold

under the brand names American Excellence and NEO),

and one of the largest O-Gauge retailers, with a website

that has ≈10,000 O-gauge models available, including

those from NEO and 500 other companies.

Quality of American Excellence’s own models (NEO

brand) is fantastic. They are 1:43 cast-resin models of

American and European cars and trucks from the post-

WWII to 21st century period. They are accurate with

fantastic detail and flawless paint.

$7                                            $13

Price is way out of the budget range, except that

American Excellence’s website has an “On Sale” section

always with 500+ offerings at a big discount. There are big

discounts, sometimes maybe to truly bargain-basement

prices, for all brands, including NEO.

3 – Know Who Makes What and What It Costs
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AmeriCom, which also calls itself 

“Amer_Hobby” when selling as an 

associate through Amazon.com, is a 

Polish company that makes 1:43 

models of American and European 

cars, mostly those made prior to 

WWII through to about 1972.

It will be of particular interest to             

some modelers because it is about 

the only low-cost brand that offers a 

lot of pre-WWII cars and trucks. 

Quality is acceptable.  Most have 

metal bodies with all other parts of 

plastic, and quality is almost as good 

as Yat Ming (the vehicles are as good 

but the paint is a tiny bit flatter). 

List price without shipping is typically 

$9 - $12, but rarely below $8.  

If you buy them on Amazon, you are 

buying direct from the “Amer_Hobby” 

factory in Poland.  Prices are less than 

can be found elsewhere, but shipping 

may be more (price per car goes                      

way down it you order several at a 

time).  Delivery will take four weeks.    

If you buy “Amercom” from any US 

retailer, it comes from their local 

stock and delivery takes about a 

week, and shipping may be less.



Avtoprom 
The Russian company Nash Avtoprom,                                                               

also written as Nash Autoprom, sells                                                   

1:43 Russian cars, buses, and                                             

trucks from the ‘30s to the ‘70s.                                             

Why would you care? Because                                                

during that era, Soviet factories                                                  

turned out dead ringers of cars that had been made only a

few years earlier in the US by Ford, Chrysler, and GM.

Thus, the 1934 GAZ above is a Model A, and ‘38 GAZ

models were just like Ford Model Bs, etc.

Quality. They are plastic but

have good paint and detail:

more than enough to look

good on a layout.

Typical price without shipping

is $10 - $20. If prices are higher

than $14, go elsewhere.

Available from both Americanexcellence.com and

Diecastdirec.com and direct from the factory in Russia on

Amazon from time to time: shipping from there can take

five weeks, but it arrives in a box with cool Russian stamps

and labels on it!!!

3 – Know Who Makes What and What It Costs
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Bao, Starsource, Aivtalk, Greenery, etc. 

I suspect that one company is behind half-a-dozen model

brands you find on Amazon, 3000Toys, Menards and many

other model and toy websites, and in toy stores. These

brands offer very decent-looking cab-over-engine trucks

and big rigs and tractors at very low prices. Some of these

look very much like KAIDIWEI (covered later) models, but

others look identical to some

Menard’s trucks, just with

different logos and lettering).

Quality: These 1:50 trucks

have stamped metal cabs with

almost all other parts made of

plastic. But there is a decent

amount of detail, they are well

painted, and look good.

Price is often only $5 for a two- or three-axle truck, with

big-rigs being at $7 or so. Combo sets are a real bargain:

the two multi-vehicle sets shown on this page cost just

$23 each on Amazon.

Available on: Amazon, 3000toys, many  diecast model 

sites, and toy  retailer sites   like those                                        

run by Target, Toys R Us, and Walmart.

3 – Know Who Makes What and What It Costs
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City Cruisers
City Cruisers is a line of diecast metal models made by a

company called New Ray, which has a wide range of

different types of car available. City Cruiser models are

always:

- American cars from the 

late ‘40s to the mid ‘70s

- Convertibles with the top                                                         

down: no hardtops, sedans                                                         

or station wagons, etc. 

- Not super-detailed, but they are good-looking basic 

models.  Some interiors look a bit “sparse.”

Price is very low: typically $5 -$11 , and as low as $1.

Variable scale: City cruisers vary in scale: the bigger the

car was in the real world, the more it has been reduced as

a model. For example, City Cruiser’s ’59 Cadillac (above) is

often listed on websites as 1:43, but is actually 1:53. By

contrast, City Cruise models of Corvettes and Mustangs,

much smaller cars in the real world, are 1:43 scale.

Bulk Packaging: City Cruisers are often packaged in boxes

of six to twenty-four vehicles for only about $2 a car.

Where to find them: 

Amazon and E-bay, 

3000Toys, Toys R Us, 

Target, etc. 

3 – Know Who Makes What and What It Costs
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CORGI – normally not a bargain brand, but . . . 
The Welsh company Corgi has been in business since 1956.

Since then it has made a model of just about every English

car, truck or bus, ever made, and many American ones.

Not often, but you do see them at bargain prices.

Quality can be astonishingly bad. Cars made in the ‘50s –

’60s have the body, bumpers, trim and detail cast as one 

metal piece.  There is no interior, no “window glass.”  The 

mushroom-head axle tips                                                    tips 

stick  through the car’s                                                                           

wheels (right).  On the                                                                                                                     

other hand the quality of                                                                   

recent models and Corgi’s                                                                        

more premium Vanguard                                                               

line  (typically costing between $40 and $80 is very good.  

Prices. Older models are as collectable as Hubble figurines

and prices will reflect collector demand. Many modern

models are detailed big-rigs and cost a lot (below, $234).

Rare bargains on cars can be found as low as $15 and on

smaller trucks for $25.

Available on Amazon, E-bay, most big diecast retail 

websites, and some toy retailers.  

Note: Cheap knock-offs of Corgi models abound.  If it looks 

good and you like it and the price is right . . .  
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Daron
Daron makes models of buses                                             

and trucks from the modern                                                  

era in several scales.  Its 1:43                                               

models work out very well on                                                  

O-gauge train layouts. It makes                                                   

an articulated city bus that is                                                  

16” long.  

Quality is quite good. The

models are mostly plastic

but well done - much more

model than toy. These

models can be very

impressive despite their

their low cost. Daron’s articulated city bus is 16 inches

long and has a visible interior.

Price is excellent. The big articulated bus, with shipping

included, is under $24 on Amazon, and similarly priced on

other sites, with small buses less.

Available on: Amazon, E-bay, 3000Toys, and Diecastdirect,

etc., and from many toy retailers.

Important note: Daron makes smaller-scale , more toy-like 

models at much lower prices, such as the 1:64 scale                                                      

bus at the right ($11 w. shipping).  Take care to buy only 

the 1:43  models for the layout.
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ERTL
ERTL is an American company that has been making

diecast metal models of trucks, farm equipment, and cars

in ten different scales since 1945. Their 1:43, 1:48, and

1:50 scale vehicles work well on O-Gauge layouts.

Quality is good but basic. They

are nearly entirely cast metal,

nicely shaped and good looking,

but most detail like cab-roof

lights and horns on truck’s roofs

is cast in, not separately attached. Many freight trucks

have a slot in the top as for a bank, but at the price I can

live with that (I usually fill and repaint just the roof

anyway).

Prices. It’s hard to generalize about prices because so

many have been made for so many decades. You can

sometimes find O-gauge scale small trucks and cars for as

little as $8 with shipping, but usually they cost about two

to three times that. Tractor trailers seldom go for less

than $25, although sometimes at swap meets you can find

them for just $10.

Available on Amazon,                                                                      

E-bay, diecast retail                                                        

websites, toy retailers,                                                                      

farm equipment stores                                                                   

and at swap meets.              



Greenlight
Greenlight produces a wide range of                                        

good-looking diecast 1:43 models of                                                

American, European and Japanese                                                                                  

and other nation’s cars from the                                          

1970s up to the present time.  It has                                          

produced many special series                                               

like a Presidential limo series, various                                       

TV and movie series like cars from the Fast and Furious 

movies and  several dozen cars from the Bond movies, 

etc., and famous cars from movies          

like Bullitt, the Blues Brothers, etc.

Quality is good. The bodies are

diecast metal while most other

parts are well-molded plastic.

Some could pass for $40 models.

Price is typically low. The 1:43 pair from Bullitt (above

left) costs $24 on several websites. You can nearly always

find several dozen (out of about 400 offerings on any

given day) for sale under $12 on Amazon, and similar

bargains on American Excellence.com, etc.

Available on: Amazon, Americanexcellenc.com, 3000Toys, 

Diecastdirect, etc., etc., etc. 
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KAIDIWEI
Kaidiwei are Chinese 1:50-1:55 

scale trucks made of stamped 

steel, mostly  models of big 

Chinese trucks, but they look 

much like American or European                                                          

trucks (many quite like Volvos ) 

and thus work out well on a 

model train layout.  

Quality is good, with good detail 

and paint and graphics (some in 

Chinese, most  in English).   They 

are heavy, well made, some with 

many operating features. 

Price is reasonable for the type of 

vehicle.  Two and three-axle trucks 

can be found for around $25 and 

up. Big rigs and cranes cost more. 

– some cranes are detailed and 

over 200 scale feet high, and cost 

over $100. 

Available from:

Amazon and E-bay

are the only steady

sources I have seen

for new models by

these companies.
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Menards
Menards has a large offering of O-Gauge buildings, train

cars, accessories, and vehicles on its website. There,

under “Diecast,” are mostly 1:48 scale trucks and

construction equipment, very reasonably priced. They

are similar if not identical to the Bao, Avitalk, etc., trucks

mentioned earlier, and priced just as nicely, but somewhat

easier to buy through Menards. Delivery is always swift.

Quality: Some of the models are metal and some mostly

plastic with the color molded in, so a few have that toy-

like plastic surface sheen, but they are good models at

great prices.

Price: $7 - $10 per vehicle down to $2 per vehicle in bulk

(without shipping and handling).

Where: Menards.com, in it’s O-Gauge Trains section.

Sometimes on Amazon and other retailer’s sites.
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MotorMax
The Max in MotorMax might stand for maximum value. It

offers models in several scales and has only about two

dozen different cars and trucks in 1:43, but they are good

models, of American cars, and often under $10.

MotorMax makes the lowest cost ‘57 T-bird with a

hardtop you can find and a nice ‘41 Plymouth pickup. You

can find each for less than $10 if you search hard. It offers

many of these cars and trucks with travel trailers or

trailers attached for only a few dollars more.

Quality: Bodies are diecast metal. All else is plastic. They

are nice looking and work very well on layouts.

Price: typically for sale for about $10-$12 per car, $15-$19

with trailer. You can usually find them for half of that,

somewhere, if you look hard.

Where: Amazon, Diecastdirect, Valuediecast. Sometimes

at larger toy stores.
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New Ray – Motor City Classics
In addition to making City Cruisers, New Ray also offers a

fairly wide range of model trucks under its own name in

scales from 1:18 to 1:43.

Quality: truck cabs are usually metal,  and all other parts 

are good-looking plastic molded with good details.    They 

are also sold as  the  Motor  City  Classics brand.    The big 

Kenworth set (below) is also sold as                                          

a kit that can be assembled.

Price is typically $6- $10 for smaller                                           

trucks and $20-$24 for big rigs. 

Available on Diecastdirect, Amazon,                                      

3000toys and other retailers. 

Be Sure to check scale before clicking “Buy Now,” New

Rays’ 1:24, 1:32, and 1:43 models often look identical in

pictures on websites.



Ready-Made (and Bbrurago, Model Car, Fast Car) 
These are brands that one runs into once in a while,

particularly on Amazon and auction sites, and some toy

retailers. I know little about the companies behind them

but suspect that they some at least, maybe all, are made

by just one of the other companies discussed here. These

brands focus mostly on models of cars made in Japan and

Europe and sports and racing cars.

Quality is pretty good. They are all 1:43 scale, diecast-

metal body cars for the most part, always with plastic

chassis and interiors but more detail than Yat Ming, etc.,

on the inside: fairly nice models.

Price: Typically cost about $14-$27 including shipping.   

Available from: Amazon.com carries the largest selection

but you will find them at many other retailers and toy

sites.
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Road Champs
Road Champs are 1:43 scale bubble-packed diecast toys

that make fairly good models for the layout. They have a

diecast metal body and doors, etc., with everything else

plastic. Most have opening doors and sometimes trunks

or hoods. Quite a number of different types of vehicles are

available, from the 1950s through to the 1990s. They have

been on the market for so long that a variety of different

logos and packages can be found among all the “new”

inventories that Mom and Pop retailers who sell on e-bay,

etc., still have for sale, but they are all the same models.

Quality: acceptable. Some have a visible and

unrealistically large gap around their doors, but as I said

earlier, that can be turned to an advantage.

Price range: Usually very inexpensive: $9-$18 including

shipping.

Where to find them: they are available on Amazon, e-bay,

and retailers like 3000 toys, etc.
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Teamsterz and Siku: Buses

If you need budget buses, you                                                         

can look for Corgi (1:50 scale),                                                                     

which everyone thinks of for                                                       

buses, but normally those never                                                                    

sell, even used, at                                                                       

bargain-basement                                                              

prices.  Instead, it                                                                                  

may be better to look at                                                                              

these two companies. 

Quality and Selection:  Siku and                                        

Teamsterz use stamped-steel                                                        

and plastic throughout rather                                                              

diecast metal as Corgi does, but                                                    

they are detailed and very                                                               

good looking.  

Price: Teamsterz and Siku                                                                 

can be found from as little as                                                   

$6 per bus(in sets of three,                                                         

shipping not included) to $12                                                          

individually. 

Siku also makes a lot of very                                                      

low-cost farm and light                                           

construction equipment.

Note: these companies make                                                 

products in several scales: make                                                     

sure you are buying O-gauge.



Vidatoy . . . 
. . . is a large toy brand that                                                  

makes games, toys, etc., along                                                                        

with a few stamped metal and                                                  

plastic trucks tractors and cars.                                           

Some of them look very similar                                               

to Menards’ trucks and tractors.                                                      

A short school bus (red, below)                                               

and a very interesting melding of                                                      

VW and Fiat 500, are about 1:36 – just a bit too big to 

comfortably fit in on most O-Gauge layouts.  

Quality: the right size ones are well

make, very slightly toy-like, but good

looking and durable. You can make them

work well on a layout.

Price: fantastic! You can buy the four-

truck set at the bottom right for $22, 

with free shipping, on Amazon. 

Available on: You can                                                                       

find Vidatoy on Amazon,                                                     

3000Toys, and other                                                             

websites.  It is also sold                                                                  

at Toys R US from time                                                                     

to time, Walmart and                                                                    

Target and many other                                                                       

toy stores. 
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Welly
Welly makes 1:43 diecast metal body cars with plastic

chassis, interiors and trim. Some have opening doors and

trunks that have rather wide gaps, but create a useful

ability to pose the car as if being loaded, etc.

Quality: acceptable. Except for the gaps in those that have

doors, they are comparable to Yat Ming, i.e., quite good

looking except for sparse plastic interiors. A note: if buying

used and the doors are loose, be aware they are difficult

to repair.

Price range: Usually inexpensive. Typical prices for new are

$15 - $35 including shipping but I have found them for as

little as $8 including shipping. Sets like the eight shown

below are typically only                                                                    

about $5 per car. You find                                                                                     

many at train shows for                                                                     

only a dollar or so each  

Where to find them:                                                                   

they are available on                                                                          

Amazon, E-bay, and                                                                      

3000 toys, etc., and at                                                                    

many retail stores like                                                                                                      

Toys R Us and Target.                                                                         
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Yat Ming – Road Signature - Lucky
Yat Ming is often considered the big dog of the low-priced

diecast market, although Greenlight actually has more

products on sale now. Yat Ming has sold good but low-cost

models for many decades, but recently “went out of

business.” The cars are still made and priced about the

same, but are now mostly called the Road Signature and

Lucky brands and perhaps by other names, too.

Quality: Yat Ming/Road Signature sets the bar of what I

expect in low-cost models. They have good-looking metal

bodies quite acceptably painted and trimmed. All other

parts are plastic, but they are very acceptable to be out on

a layout, if not as detailed as more expensive models.. A

few - the ‘50 Studebaker Starlight and the ‘58 Buick, are

1:50 or smaller scale whereas the rest are 1:43

Price, the cars typically sell for $7-$20 including shipping.

Yat Ming firetrucks costs a bit more: around $25-$35 each.

Available. Road Signature, Lucky, etc., and any remaining

stock of Yat Ming (tens of thousands still on shelves) can

be found just about anywhere diecast models are sold.



Zillions of Other Options
There are many other brands I did not mention here.

Some, like Brooklin, Conquest, Exoto, and Best in Show,

will never be discounted enough to fall in the price range

discussed in this book.

But many “mid-range” brands will be occasionally found at

a deep enough discount enough that you can snatch them

up for under $15. Brands like Hot-Wheels and MatchBox

make mostly 1:64 models, but their 1:43 models are quite

good, and while those 1:43 models normally run $25-$50,

you can sometimes come across them for much less. And

there is the occasional Brumm, Franklin Mint, Schuco,

Solido, Spark, Maisto, Matrix, Vitesse, White Box or other

model that you find cheap. If it’s in good shape and you

like it, buy it.
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In Conclusion for this Section:                                    
Do More Than Just Read This Book!!!

Do your own research to learn all about the brands you
will need. If it’s cars, look at Americom (Amer_Hobby),
Avtoprom, Greenlight, Yat Ming/Road Signature, etc. If
trucks, the New Ray & Daron (1:43) and Kaidiwei (1:50). If
buses, Teamsterz and Siku. And always look at Menards
and Kinsmart, whatever your interest.

For example, when you go to Amazon.com, select its Toys
and Games section, then put in “1:43 Yat Ming” in the
search box, and select “Price: Low to High” in the display
box. You’ll get about 400 listings with the lowest costing
about $3 without shipping. (Check the advice in Chapters
4 and 5, however, before actually buying).

Try it with Road Signature, Amer_Hobby, KAIDIWEI, etc.
Watch like this over time, say once a week, and in a few
weeks you will have a good feel for what typical prices are,
what best prices can be, etc., and how often prices change
and how. You are on you way to recognizing a bargain
whether shopping on line or at a train show/swap meet.
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KNOW WHERE TO SHOP
There are many places you can shop for diecast model
vehicles, and for the best results it’s best to use them all.
But you have to know enough about how each of those
places you shop operates so that you don’t make

mistakes – i.e., pay too much.

Shopping  in  Person:  Actually 
Going There and Handling 
the Model  Before  Buying

The  advantages  that  shopping  in 
person has are:

a) You get to see and hold the
model you are about to buy –
there should be no surprises.

b) The prices can be really good.

c) There is no shipping charge.

The downsides are that you actually have to get in a car
or bus and go somewhere, and that you can’t
comparison shop among brick-and-mortar locations as
easily as if you are at home, on-line.

On the other hand, you’d better know what you are
doing or you will pay too much. You must know what
you are looking for before going, and if its “nothing in
particular but anything that fits my needs,” then, make
sure you know about the general types of cars you want
and the prices they command before you head out: what
are the typical, good, and outstanding price points for
the models you might run into on your shopping trip?
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Shopping at Your Local Hobby Shop

If you have a good local toy-train store, you are blessed,
because fewer and fewer remain in operation in our
internet world. If run by knowledgeable and friendly
people it is a joy to shop there. But I’ve seldom found
bargains there. Usually the prices for diecast are
reasonable and fair, but a bargain hunter is not looking
for fair prices, but a steal.                                                                
Still, it is pleasant to shop                                                                
there and some stores have                                         a                                                         
a scratch and dent or used        used goods table, or have                                                                   
goods table, or a sale at                                                                  
times with very attractive                                                              
prices.  They’ll seldom be                                                       
as low as on the internet,                                                                         
but keep in mind that there are no shipping charges. 

Toy Stores and Drug Stores. 

I’ve found more bargains at drug stores like CVS and
Walgreens than at my LHS. Apparently I’m not alone,
because from time to time there are postings on model
train forums with titles like “Found Some Nice Diecast
Mustangs at CVS for Only $3.” The toy sections of these
chain drug stores nearly always have a fast-moving
inventory of small model cars, and from time to time
they have nice O-Gauge vehicles: I have several very nice

Kinsmart RVs and food
trucks and cars I bought –
five for ten dollars! So
every time I go in to pick
up prescriptions (alas,
frequently at my age) I

check.
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Toys R Us &the Toy Sections at Big Box Stores

These stores seldom carry model brands like Yat Ming
and Greenlight, but they often have Kinsmart, Vidatoy,
Teamsterz and sometimes City Cruisers. Prices are
always good, and a big advantage over the on-line
shopping, beyond no shipping charge, is that you get to
examine the model before you buy it. Many of them are

“model cars and trucks”
made by these companies
are a bit too toy-like and
others aren’t. Some are not
quite scale. You can look
and avoid on-line buying
mistakes.

Train Shows and Swap Meets.

Some of the best, and worst, prices you will find on
diecast are at TCA meets and other toy-train shows. You
can also check out shows devoted only to diecast, but
I’ve found few bargains there: People attending these
are the hardcore enthusiasts                                                   
and they don’t want a lot of the 
“low end stuff.”  All the sellers                                                                 
know that and set up accordingly.                                                                                      
There are only a few bargain-
basement items for sale.  Most                                                      
cost more, some a lot more. 

On the other hand, most sellers                                      
know a lot about diecast models.                                            
Sometimes they can provide help                                                   
and useful advice.  You can learn                                                        
a good deal by asking questions.



But back to train shows. There, the diecast on sale is
mostly appropriate for model layouts – good looking
enough to be out on a layout and low cost enough for
model railroaders. I won’t pretend to be an expert at
shopping at these shows. Many reading this may know
more than I do. But I will share some observations.

Dealing with clueless sellers: Occasionally I run into a
seller at a train show who is truly clueless about the
value of the diecast models they are selling. Their
ignorance creates an opportunity to buy at a
tremendous discount. However, I’m not there to steal
from anyone, so if I see something way out of line, I
point it out. Years ago I saw a Brooklin Buick ($135 new)
in very good condition with its box, selling for $5. I
pointed out to the seller, a very nice lady clearing out

her decreased husband’s
collection, that it was
worth at least $40. We
ended up settling on $35
for it. So I got it (left) for a
very good price and I had
good karma driving home!

But generally it’s hopeless to negotiate with clueless
sellers who have done the opposite - grossly over-
priced their diecast models. I generally move on.

Licensed Logo Model Overpricing. I run into gross
overpricing most often with cars like the red Solido
Coca-Cola Chrysler I discussed repainting in Chapter 1,
and similar products. Without a logo, and in a realistic
color for a Chrysler, say burgundy or a nice elegant dark
blue, a fair price for that model is perhaps $20. But when
it is
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when the model has been painted bright red and with a
big cola logo on it, is worth a lot less to me. The market
seems to agree: you see them for sale - and untaken -
along with numerous other “corporate logo” models, at
train shows, and a large number on e-bay, unsold. Yet you

will find sellers pricing that
Chrysler at $25, even up to
$100, because it is a
“valuable collectible.” If you
find you of these at a fair
price ($10) and think you can
repaint it, snap it up,
otherwise pass.

Come Early or Stay Late? As to
when to shop at a train meet,
opinions differ between two
extremes: get there early before
the best stuff is sold, or wait until
a few hours before the end when
sellers are desperate to sell
because otherwise they’ll have to

pack it up and take it home. If you are flexible as I
recommended in Chapter 1, then probably getting there
near the end is best for true bargain shopping. I always
get there when the door first opens, but that’s just me.

Garage sales. I’ve found some bargains on plastic kits in
the past but I don’t normally shop at garage sales unless
they’re just in the neighborhood and we’re out for a walk.
Overall, it seems to require too much time to drive and
sort through so much uninteresting stuff to find bargains.
This doesn’t mean it won’t be worthwhile if going to
garage sales is your thing, but it’s not something I do a lot.



Typically, Amazon has about 20,000 O-Gauge diecast listings.

Shopping On Line: The World Is Your Market

Shopping on line has some big advantages. First, you
can hit a dozen retailers in less than an hour, looking for
the best bargain on that Gordon-Keeble you so
desperately want. Comparison shopping has never been
easier! In addition, search engines can help you find the
model you want quickly.

On the other hand, you can’t handle the model before
you buy it to make sure its what you want. You can’t be
sure the photos are accurate and untouched. So you will
be surprised once in a while. Study and knowledge as
recommended in this book reduce the likelihood that
will happen, but have no doubt – it will happen. Every so
often, I get surprised.

In the next dozen-plus pages, I go over the on-line
retailers I use, in alphabetical order. There are others,
but these are the ones I use.

Amazon.com.

Amazon’s toys and Games section has about 20,000
listings for 1:43, 1:48, or 1:50 scale model cars, buses,
trucks, military and construction vehicles. Many will be
duplicates of one another from different sellers, but still‘
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there are thousands of diecast cars, trucks buses, travel
trailers, construction equipment, and military vehicles
available on Amazon.com. But I don’t shop for diecast
on Amazon a lot, because:

The vast majority of diecast models for sale on Amazon
are not being sold by Amazon. Nine out of ten are
being offered by “associate sellers.” A very few are big
companies. Many are small “Mom-and-Pop” stores and
many of those are located, overseas, some without i the
“Mom” in that Mom and Pop. I bought one model from
an associate seller who was an older gentleman (about
my age) selling out of a small apartment in a coastal town

Of 20,166 1:43, 1:48, and 1:50 diecast vehicles listed on
Amazon at the moment I wrote this, only 2% (398 – dark
green) were actually being sold by Amazon. Four times as
many (light green) were being sold by someone else but
“fulfilled by Amazon.” The rest, fully ninety percent, are sold
and shipped, and any problems made good by, hundreds of
associate sellers (orange), not Amazon. Caveat emptor.
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in Greece. He was a nice guy who called to straighten
out a problem. You probably call tell where I’m going
with this: there can be problems. My experience with
associate sellers located overseas is that there will be
problems. A lot of problems. But you can tell if that is
likely beforehand, as we’ll discuss below.

Three levels of selling. When buying diecast on Amazon
there are three distinct levels of seller that you might be
dealing with. You can tell by checking the details on the
listing for the product you are about to buy (see below).

Amazon’s product listing will tell you who and how the
product will be sold and shipped to you, highlighting that
information in blue. The three types of message are:

“Ships from and Sold By Amazon.” You are buying direct
from Amazon. It owns the product in the warehouse
and is selling it to you and handling the shipping.
Always – every time – I get the product quickly
(usually two days). I’ve never had one of these sales
go wrong.
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“Sold by [whoever] and fulfilled by Amazon.” An
associate seller is selling this much like it would if it
were selling through e-bay, but Amazon is handling
the shipping, etc. I’m not sure how this works but it
does: I usually get the product in two to three days,
and I’ve nearly always received what I ordered.

“Ships from and sold by [whoever].” The associate seller
is selling this to you and handling the shipping, very
much as they would if selling through E-bay instead.
I’m certain how this works – poorly. I’ve had much
worse luck with this class of sellers on Amazon than
with sellers on e-bay (I don’t shop for diecast on e-bay
because I’ve had some sour experiences). On
Amazon, there seem to be less policing of associate
sellers and fewer protections against bad practices
or remedies if you have problems. Eventually I always
got my money back, but . . .

An additional warning to watch for is a long predicted
delivery date. The predicted delivery date is given just
above the blue seller information (example below). If
the predicted date is three to four weeks out, it most
likely means the “associate seller” is overseas – in
Japan, China, Greece and Poland– and at best it will take
a while for your order to cross an ocean to go through
customs.
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But if the predicted delivery date is more than four
weeks out, my experience has been has been bad, and
my recommendation is to pass on the purchase: there is
an almost even chance you will never get the model.
You don’t pay for it either: after about six weeks you will
get an e-mail – “We don’t have it - sorry.”

Still, don’t rule out all associate sellers. Both Autocom
and Avtoprom sell directly through Amazon from their
factories in Poland and Russia, respectively. I’ve never
had problems with either. And as discussed in Chapter 3,
American Excellence co-lists about a third of its
inventory on Amazon. It both sells and ships the orders
itself. That company is as efficient and quick as Amazon.

Prices vary all over the map and are hard to figure out
since shipping can vary from nothing to a lot. When I
buy here, it is because of price: there are occasionally
great bargains. But I try to be careful.

Good site to find: very low-cost diecast. But watch who
you buy from.

Amazon’s search engine and display sorting (by price)
are about average. Its easy enough to shop.

Shipping costs vary a lot and are complicated to figure
out. Delivery take two days or two months. Read
Chapter 5 carefully before deciding to buy on Amazon.

Overall, it’s a recommended website here, because even
when you consider its issues and set aside all the
vendors you won’t buy from it has about 1,800 low-cost
diecast models to look at, and if you pay close attention
to shipping costs, you can get a fair price on good
merchandise.
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American-excellence.com
This is a honking big website with over 500 brands on
sale, including the biggest selection you’ll find ot its own
brand, NEO. Focus is mostly on mid to upper range: it
has few of the brands discussed in Chapter 3 – only 20
Yat Ming models, but it has 200+ by Brooklin, etc.

Selection is huge: about 9,000O-Gauge models. So I
shop Americanexcellence a lot, particularly if I am
looking for something hard to find.

Good site to find: mid range ($40-$100) models not
found anywhere else. Has more NEO than anyone else.

Price: not great, except the On Sale section, which has
perhaps 500 listings: really great prices there.

American-excellence’s search engine is not that great,
but the site permits a good deal of selection by scale and
model or real-car brand, etc.,

Shipping is a flat $9.95 per order but free for orders over
$150.
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Diecastdirect.com

Diecastdirect carries some brands I can’t find anywhere
else. In some cases, when I’m looking at brands I can
find elsewhere, it has a lower price on a model I want
than all the other sites I checked.

Selection is good: about 3,000 O-gauge models.

Good site to find: Low-cost to mid range. Brooklin.

Prices are good. Its often the lowest price but seldom if
ever among the highest.

Selective listings and search engine are good.

Shipping varies and can be more than other sites. I take
this into account when buying.
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Dominionmodels.com

This Canadian company is not a big website, having only
about 400 O-Gauge listings, but it seems to have a
special relationship with the high-end model-
manufacturer Brooklin, and I often find models of cars
there I can’t find anywhere else.

Selection is tiny (≈400) but quirky: it always something
strange or interesting.

Good site tofind: premium price and interesting models.

Prices. It’s never the lowest cost site except for the very
rare sale. No – not even then. I buy from it, when I do,
because I’ve never seen the item elsewhere.

Selective listings and search engine are not that great,
but then the inventory isn’t that much to look through.

Shipping varies with order size, etc., and is more than

other sites. Delivery takes about two weeks.



Ebay

This site is my very last resort, when I am desperate to
find something and have looked everywhere else first.
The reason: I’ve had some problems with diecast
purchases, hassles like the wrong color, scratches, long
deliveries, cars that were the wrong scale.

Selection is monstrous: as big as anywhere.

Good site to find: everything.

Prices can be good but often aren’t the best. I never go
there to buy cheap. Again, its because I can’t find
something really hard to get, like a model of a 1927 MG
Midget, which no one else has.

Selective listings and search engine are not really good
compared to other sites.

Shipping varies depending on seller, etc. Delivery takes
up to two weeks and longer in the cases where the seller
is overseas.
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Menards

Menards on-line store’s O-Gauge train section sells only
its own products, but has nothing but bargains, including
O-Gauge vehicles at great prices. You sometimes receive
a 1:48 scale truck, etc., free, when you buy a building or
train car. It’s a good site. I like these folks a lot.

Selection is different than at other sites. You can buy
most of the cars offered only in bulk: these combo-
packages offer by far the best bargain.

Good site to find: acceptable models of modern vehicles
at very good prices.

Prices are about as good as it will ever get, if you buy in
bulk, and good if you don’t.

Search engine is not good but not really needed.

Shipping is not expensive but Menards adds a
processing fee to on-line orders that some people don’t
like. Delivery takes about four days.



Mintmodels.com

This is a diecast site that specializes in other scales than
O-Gauge, but has enough 1:43 and 1:50 to be worth
checking once in a while. It is particularly good if trying to
find 1:43 racing cars and small trucks made overseas. I’ve
found it harder to search through and use than most, and
only occasionally find models here I want.

Selection of O-Gauge models is small but generally very
high quality.

Good site to find: detailed race cars. 1:43 trucks (as
opposed to 1:50), 1:43 micro- and mini-cars.

Prices are generally high because most O-Gauge models
listed here are premium brands, some selling for nearly
list prices of over $200. There are few bargains but the
sale items it has are often models of exceptional quality
at very good prices for the item, but still quite expensive.

Search engine is not really good. I really don’t like
shopping at the site.

Shipping is around $9 per order. Delivery takes a about a
week,
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Replicarz

This is a monstrous website that sells diecast airplanes,
spacecraft and vehicles in many scales. O-Gauge models
are only a small part of what it carries, yet it carries
hundreds of those. It carries none of the brands
discussed in Chapter 3 except NEO, and several that start
at $200, but it has two discount areas where a hundred
very upscale 1:43 models can be found about at half off
or a bit more, some up to 90% off.

Selection of O-Gauge models is fair, but mostly
European and racing cars from upscale diecast brands.

Good site to find: European cars, classic American and
European cars of the 1930s, sports and racing cars.

Prices are generally high because most O-Gauge models
on the site are premium brands. But the sale sections
have cars starting at only $4.

Search engine is not really good but selection by type,
brand, scale and price is excellent. A large paper catalog
mailed to customers is fun to read and select from.

Shipping is around $8 or more per order. Delivery takes
a about a week.
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Valuediecast.com

Valuediecast.com has particularly good selection tools
on its website for culling what you want from its
inventory. If you pick 1:43 scale cars and ask for it to
sort offerings by price, it usually has several dozen
selections under $10 with perhaps eighty under $22.
The website is nearly unique in showing you a
breakdown of how many models it has fitting your
selection by car model by year, allowing you to click and
get only, say, inexpensive 1955 1:43 models.

Selection of O-Gauge models good, from inexpensive to
very.

Good site to find: low-cost models of American cars.

Prices are very competitive Sale items are bargains.

Search engine/selection features are outstanding.

Shipping is flat rate, around $7 – $12 depending on
where you live. Delivery takes a about a week,
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3000Toys.com

Three thousand toys – this diecast site does have about
as many items as its name says, making it a big site but
not even half the size of several others here. Many are
not O-gauge, though, but it still is a fairly big site with
about 800 O-Gauge vehicles worth looking at.

Selection is good, particularly for very low-price ($12)
trucks and buses.

Good site to find: low cost trucks, buses, low-to mid-
price model cars. O-scale farm equipment. Maisto brand
models.

Prices can be very good, sometimes noticeably lower
than other places.

Search engine is not really good compared to other
sites. It’s a cumbersome site to get around, but
particularly when I was starting out and building a
collection on a budget, I shopped here a lot anyway.

Shipping is a flat $7.95. Delivery takes a week or so.



Zillions of Other Sites
Just as there were many other brands of model car

besides those I covered, there are literally dozens and

dozens of websites devoted to diecast models that I have

not covered. If you find one you like and trust, use it.

Many websites focus on a particular type of vehicle. Two

worth knowing about are

Constructionscalemodels.com, aka Buffalo Road

Imports. They have a little bit of everything but

they have a huge selection of construction

equipment. Bulldozers, etc., etc., are what they

specialize in. Nice people, too.

Flying Mule: tanks, half tracks, armored cars, cannon,

military trucks, etc., etc., from many different wars

and armies in many different scales, including O-

Gauge. Military aircraft, some in O-Gauge, too.

There are many more retailer websites like these two,

some that specialize in Nascar racers, or Formula 1 racers,

or land-speed record racers, or tanks and armor, or

whatever. You are unlikely to find real bargains at these

retailers. That’s not what they do: they attract sales by

having specialty selections people can’t find elsewhere.

But it is fun to look through their selections, I can’t deny

that.
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In Conclusion for This Section

There are lots of places to shop. I’ve covered some I use
and I think they will work for anyone, but the important
thing is to find some you like and learn them well – we’ll
go over that in the next sections.

A combination of shopping in person locally and
checking a set of half-dozen or so good websites you like
routinely for bargains will help you build up a good
collection for your layout rather quickly. Knowing where
to shop is a one key. It is worth investing time to find
you set of good places to shop.
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5KNOW HOW TO “GAME”                            
SHIPPING CHARGES
Gaming Shipping Charges means knowing how the seller
determines and applies his shipping charges, and playing
those rules as much as possible in your favor.

This isn’t going to save you a fortune. But if you had a
fortune to spend on diecast, you probably wouldn’t be
reading this book. It will save you enough to make a
difference, possible enough to make a big difference.

In the price range discussed in this book, shipping
usually costs more than the model. Saving the most
money possible means you have to work at finding the
best total cost, price plus shipping, particularly if buying
on Amazon and Ebay, two places where you often find the
best overall price on super-low-cost diecast vehicles, and
then can get screwed on shipping charges.

The example shown below is unusual only in that the
shipping charge is egregiously high. Shipping for a single
model should never be more than about $8 at most.
Anything above that is just extra profit for the seller.
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The seller above is “gaming” Amazon’s search engine. Like
most other websites, when you ask Amazon’s for all
offerings to be listed in order of Price, the ranking does
not include the shipping cost. In the same search that
found the listing above, there was another listing near the
end for this same model in this same color, with free
shipping – for $14.95.

But buried in between those two listings is the best deal.
On page three of the listings I got when asking for “1957
Chevrolet Bel Air,” sorted by price, is the lowest overall
cost I found on Amazon for this particular model on this
particular day. It costs exactly twice as much as that first
one so it got buried on a later page. But it is $4 less when
shipping is added – 24% less than that first “lowest price”
listing.

Know How Each Retailer Charges for Shipping                        
and How That is Determined and Varies

Free Shipping with no strings attached. Free shipping
without some conditions (you spend over $150, or you
sign up to be a special customer) is very rare. Sometimes
a retailer offers it during a big sale, but usually even then
there are strings (minimum purchase, $75).

Amazon charges nothing for shipping if you are a Prime
customer. But diecast models sold as Prime are rarely the
lowest overall total cost options. Nine times out of ten
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Jumps in Shipping Cost.
Some sites charge, say, $9.95
up to $100, then $14.95 for
shipping for orders from $101
to $200, etc. Just be aware
and work it to you advantage
when you can.

Check delivery options.
Sometimes the standard
option is not the lowest cost
to a particular zip code, as
shown at the right.

there is some associate seller with a listing of price and
shipping charges for that same diecast vehicle that works
out to be a lower overall cost. But it takes time to find it.

Flat Rate: On Amazon shipping is often more than twice
the cost of the diecast model being offered. Other
websites differ but shipping is usually about as much or
more as the lowest price models they offer.

American Excellence charges a flat rate of $9.95 per order
(and shipping is free for orders over $150) and
Valuediecast a flat rate of $7.95 (for my Zip Code, yours
might be different).

This means shipping may be more than the price of the
discounted diecast car you are buying, if you are buying
just one, but less than 50 cents per car if you buy twenty.

Free shipping above a certain purchase amount is
common. For example, on AmericanExcellence.com if your
order exceeds $150, there is                                                      
no charge for  shipping



Buying Several Vehicles At a                                           
Time Cuts Shipping Costs A lot 

You can cut the overall cost of building a collection of
diecast vehicles by buying several at a time rather than
buying them all individually.

I’ll use Valuediecast.com as an example. I went to that
website and asked it for only 1:43 cars, and then selected
“Price: Low to High” for display. The site displayed cars
twelve per page. The first two pages – the twenty-four
lowest priced cars Valuediecast had – were a mix of
American, European, Japanese and military cars and trucks
from 1931 to 1977: sedans, coupes, pickups, etc.

All twenty-four of these cars – again the lowest cost cars
the website is selling today - are made by the low-price
manufacturers discussed in Chapter 4 – Yat Ming (aka
Lucky, Road Signature, etc.), MotorMax, Greenlight, etc.
They vary in price from $8 to $14.

Together, these two-dozen lowest price models cost $232,
for an average price of $9.67. That’s a good but not
outstanding price on these brands of cars, but that is not
the big issue here, so we will pass by it for the moment.

The point is this. Suppose I bought one of those 24 cars –
and for the sake of argument, say that it cost exactly the
average of the lot, $9.67. I’d pay Valuediecast’s flat-rate
shipping fee of $8 on top of the $9.67 car. The total cost
would be $17.67. That is not an impressive price.

On the other hand if I bought all twenty-four in one order,
I’d pay that $8 flat-rate one time, and the total cost with
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shipping included would be $240, an average of $10 per
car. That is an outstanding delivered-to-your-home price.

But very likely I don’t want all twenty-four of those
models, appealing as that $10/model delivered price is.
In fact, I doubt anyone would want all twenty-four.
They’re a mish-mash of eras, types, and countries of
origin, etc. The only thing they have in common is that
they are on Valuediecast’s bargain table today, and the
internet being what it is, probably won’t be there
tomorrow.

Suppose I were to buy just two of those twenty-four
lowest-price cars. Maybe among those twenty-four cars,
there are two I really do want. And suppose for the sake
of argument that those two cost, on average, that same
$9.67 before shipping. With the flat-rate shipping added,
I’d pay a total of $27.33, or $13.67 per car. No, I don’t get
them for $10 each, but I save $4 per car over buying them
one at a time.

If I did that eleven more times over the next few months,
returning to this website and snapping up real bargains
whenever I saw at two cars I wanted offered at a real
discount, but passing and buying nothing whenever I saw
only one I wanted for sale, I’d be getting that same $4
savings on every car I bought, and eventually I’d get
twenty-four cars I do want.

If I was lucky enough to find three I wanted to buy each
time I shopped, I’d save even more – $5.33 per car. Four
at a time and I’d save $6 per model.

The diagram on the next page shows how much I save
overall as a function of how many model cars or pickup
trucks I buy at a time. There is a decreasing marginal gain,
or
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a drop in the additional savings gained per car, as I
increase the number I buy each time I shop from two, to
three, to four, etc.

The important point is that if a person buys just two at a
time he or she gets over half of the total possible savings
they could get by buying all twenty-four of them at a time.

It’s never a good idea to buy just one model at a time
when shipping costs are about as much as the model
costs. On the other hand, you don’t want to buy any cars
you don’t really want.

So the rules to remember for gaming shipping are:

• Never buy one car at a time.  Try to buy a few                     
cars at a  time – two to four – in order to reduce                  
the shipping-cost per model.  If you can’t, take                      
a pass and buy nothing.

• Always buy only cars you really want and will use. 
Never  add models you don’t really want just to              
bring down the overall cost per model of the                 
group  you are  buying.  



The numbers developed above would be only slightly
different if I was had been shopping at the website of
AmericanExcellence.com ($9.95 flat rate for shipping, zero
above $150) or Diecastdirect (shipping cost increases
slowly with total order price) instead. But overall the rule
applies and works just as well at those two sites, as it does
on most other big commercial retailer sites.

But its way different on Amazon and E-bay. On E-bay,
each item listed may be – probably is – from a different
seller. As discussed in Chapter 4, on Amazon, 90% of the
O-Gauge models for sale are being offered by “associate
sellers.” On either website, it’s unlikely the two or three
bargain cars you see today are from the same seller, one
who will split the shipping charge among the two or three
you buy. Usually you’ll pay the full shipping charge,
whatever that is, on each model. That alone doesn’t
mean you don’t want to snap up a bargain, but as a
general rule of thumb you don’t want to do that routinely.

Rule for Gaming Shipping When                                                       
Buying  On Amazon and E-bay. 

Don’t pay more than about $13 per car, with shipping.

Where did this come from? From the average prices I
developed for buying two or three at a time on
Valuediecast.com a couple of pages back. It would be
about the same average price if you followed the same
tactics on Americanexcellence.com or another site. So it
does not matter: if you are buying low-cost diecast, and
you can’t beat that delivered-to-you-house price, then
don’t buy.
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Trying to Game Shipping on Amazon and E-bay

On both these sites, if you try you can check and search
for diecast being offered by any particular seller, and check
if buying more than one in an order reduces their shipping
(some charge the full shipping for each car, regardless of
how many you buy).

So when I find a bargain car I really want on Amazon or E-
bay, I check if that seller has anything else I really want,
too, and if that would reduce the shipping-cost-per-car.
Sometimes I’ll find a second or even third car they offer
that I really want, to reduce the shipping overall, but only
if those are cars I really want. Usually this does not
happen.

In general, you will find prices on Amazon and E-bay you
can’t beat on any retailer site like Diecastdirect,
Americanexcellence, or Valuediecast, etc. But the price of
the models alone doesn’t matter as much as the final,
delivered price with shipping included. There, I’m not
often satisfied with Amazon’s best.

Summary of Strategy for Amazon (and Ebay, too, mostly).

The big advantage of both sites have is the sheer volume
of options each has: usually there are many models of
what you want to search through on offer on each site.

The disadvantage is the sites do not make it that easy to
find the best combination of price and shipping, and often
when you do you realize its an associate seller with a long
estimated delivery time and other warning signs of
possible problems. You have to work at it!

Still, its worth slogging through it because you do find
really exception bargains from time to time.
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Know How To Shop
There is a well worn adage you hear in project
management : “You can have it good, fast, or cheap. You
get to pick two.” This applies very much to building a
diecast collection. And getting even two requires a lot of
work. You have to both know what you are doing and put
some effort into shopping smart. That is why this whole
book stresses knowledge, with every chapter beginning
with the word “Know.” You have to both have that
knowledge and use it well, to be successful.

Shop Often, But Buy Only Occasionally

The way to keep your overall diecast cost down is to visit
the various places you shop frequently, but go home from
the store empty handed, or close the website without
having ordered anything, unless you find an exceptional
bargain. That takes time.

Almost every model discussed in this book is on sale
occasionally, somewhere, for a bargain price - about half
off or more, not including shipping. But it may take two
months to half a year until you find the model and the
color you want at that price. And that sale, wherever you
find it, may last only a few days. So, you have to visit your
stores and website frequently, knowing what you are
looking for, and armed with the knowledge to recognize a
good bargain when you see.

A Look At How Volatile Diecast Prices Really Are

The diagram at the top of the next page shows price of a
MotorMax 1948 Ford as it varied on four different diecast
websites over a fifteen-week period beginning in the
middle of January of 2016. I chose this particular model to
track and plot hereIf the website was sold articular
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track and plot here because it is nearly always on sale, on
many sites. “Price” shown is the cost the site was asking
for the model, plus a third of its shipping and handling for
three models: as discussed in Chapter 5, buying two or
three at a time is the best way to game shipping charges.

• If the ‘site didn’t have the model, its line is not plotted.
Three of the four didn’t have the model at least one
week, a sign of how volatile the diecast market is.

• Note how competitive the diecast market is: each site’s
price varied up and down, but with shipping included,
staying within the same band of about $11 to $17.

• The price on each and every website varied a lot, on
average by a bit more than 33%, often going up or down
quite a lot from week to week.

• Every site had, at least for one week in this period, the
lowest delivered price for this model.

• The lowest price you could find among the four sites
varied from week to week by 20%, from just over $10 to
just over $12. Thus, a “wait and pounce” approach of
watching and only buying when the price is really
extraordinarily low, can save up to $2 over just buying at
the best price you can find in any given week. Taking
your time works!
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Take Time and Study Before Jumping In

Take time to get to know every place you will buy before
starting to shop. As you visit stores, shows and websites,
learn the characteristics and behavior of each: how often
they hold sales and how much they discount. Watch how
often they vary prices on models. How quickly they sell
out, etc. for the types of model cars, trucks, buses, etc.,
you want. Play with the selection features (Can you ask
for just Cadillacs? Just 1955? Just low-cost models?). Try
out and learn the search engines. Study what shipping
charges are and how they vary with order size, etc.

Good discounts are big: A discount of 20-30% off “list
price,” before shipping charges is added, is something you
can find any day you want. Some sites and stores clear
out inventory in big sales frequently, with prices (again
without shipping) down to $3/vehicle. Others keep stuff
forever, never below 60% off.

Price varies a lot from site to site and store to store as
shown in the diagram on page 74. Differences often make
no sense. One site might have a blue Yat Ming Tucker for
$12 with shipping while another has the same car for $22,
and yet another for $67!!!

Price and availability varies a lot from week to week.
Again, the diagram on page 74 hinted at this, but it seems
general: for all sites, all the time.

Next week that blue Tucker might no longer be $18 at that
first site and $11 at the second and still $67 at the third
(but you don’t care because you never shop there). On
the other end of the price scale, there are usually no big
discounts for premium/limited edition cars, but they can
disappear within a week: so if you find that Gordon-
Keeble, buy it now!
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Know About Each Website’s                                                             
Peccadillos and Peculiarities

Stupid search engines: Many websites have rather dumb
search engines and/or people who enter data on products.
If you are looking for the least expensive ‘57 Chevy Bel Air,
try all of:

1957 Chevy BelAir 1957 Chevy Bel Air

1957 Chevrolet BelAir 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air

On some sites these four searches will bring up completely
different models that are for sale. So might using ‘57
instead of 1957. It’s weird. Some website’s search
engines are very good at understanding misspelled words
(Amazon’s). Others insist every word be spelled correctly,
or you get nothing.

Dynamic Pricing: Some websites track if you visit and a few
adjust price upward if they see you returning to look at an
item over and over again. On one website I looked at a
model listed for $28 several times in one day, thought
about it overnight, and went back the next day to buy it. It
was then priced at $39.

- This is frustrating: if you do a lot of comparison
shopped and research before buying, coming back
several times, these sites will raise prices on you.

- So if you know what you want, what it typically costs,
and you see it at a bargain price - buy it!

- Or wait several days (I waited a week and the price
returned to $28).

- Or use another computer with a different internet
address, say that at work rather than one at home.
Sometimes this works. (Sometimes it doesn’t).
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Buying Bulk or Group Sets                                                           
Save Can Save A Lot

Chapter 5 discussed buying several models at once in
order to drive down average shipping cost per model. A
different type of “bulk purchase” involves combo-
packages. Several manufacturers and some retailers offer
sets of cars offered as a single product, at a big discount
over the cost of the individual models.

New Ray City Cruisers and some other brands are often
sold in boxes of three, four, six, twelve, or even twenty-
four models at around $50: even if you have to pay
shipping on just this one item, it comes to less than $2.50
per model. Menards offers twenty-vehicle sets at similarly
big discounts, they work out to less than $2/vehicle.

Buying one or more of these sets is an inexpensive way to
instantly build a core set of cars to have on the layout, if
enough of the cars in the set are of the era and type you
want.
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Know How to Conduct a Thorough Search                                               
for Bargains On Each Site You Plan to Shop                           
Regularly, and How Long It Typically Takes

Here are three examples.

Valuediecast.com. The best way is to go to the site, pick
1:43 under scale, and ask the site to list them in order
of price. They are displayed twelve per page, with the
lowest price model first. A search for bargains takes
about ten minutes.

Diecastdirect.com. Here, the site allows you to select 1:43
among On Sale items – you don’t have to look at all
9,000 or so 1:43 models. Unfortunately the site won’t
rank them in terms of cost, the way Valuediecast does.
So you have to slog through all 720 1:43 sale listings to
find what you want. That list contains both Brooklin
models on sale at $72 (nearly half off) and Yat Mings
normally listed at $11.95 on sale for $3.98, and
everything in between. This takes time – about ninety
minutes in fact.

Americanexcellence.com takes even more time still,
because of its monstrous size. There, you go to its On
Sale section, select 1:43, and find I have to slog through
all 2,203 items (as there are on this day). All are on
sale, but for every Greenlight model you find for $7, for
every MotorMax you find at $5, you have to look at
about fifty cars or trucks from more expensive brands,
all of which are hugely discounted, but still cost more
than $20. It takes over an hour even if you hurry.
Still, your reward is an even better mix of models, with
no shipping if, among those 2,203 models, you find
$150 worth to buy. (That is easier to do than you might
think).



Check Scale Carefully Before Clicking “Buy It.”

Many diecast brands offer a model of a particular car in
more than one scale. New Ray and Yat Ming are good
examples. Sometimes, in spite of a request for “1:43” or
“1:50” or whatever scale, or perhaps because the site
allows you to search in only certain ways, a website will
mix in other scales, as below, with a search for ’55 Fords
on Diecastdirect. A person wanting an O-Gauge model
might be tempted to pay an extra $4 for purple rather
than green or red below (Its typical to see different prices
for different colors of the same model – I don’t know
why). They would have a “big” surprise when their 1:18
model arrived.

So check scale carefully before clicking “buy.”
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Brand Year Model Type Scale Manuf. Price Notes

Apollo - Coupe Car 1:43 -

Austin Healey - 4000 Car 1:43

Cadillac 1957 Eldorado brougham Car 1:43 met blue

Denbeigh - Super Chauvinist Car 1:43

Elva - Courier Car 1:43 - E-bay UK beat up

Gordon-Keeble - fastback coupe Car 1:43 Conquest -

Jaguar - SS Car 1:43 about $50

MG - EX-120 Racer 1:43 Midford - kit only?

MG - EX-127 Racer 1:43 Midford -

MG 1969 C Car 1:43 Vang., Oxfd

Oldsmobile 1955 Super 88 sedan Car 1:43  ---------- blue/blue

Pegaso Z-403 Monocasco Bus 1:50 ???? - E-bay $470 last
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How I Shop
1) I Keep A List of What I Am Looking For. I don’t even

know if 1:43 models are made of some of the cars on
my list, or who makes them, but I look. I will snap up
targets of opportunity, too, if the price is right.

I keep this list updated as new models are announced,
and as my interests change or expand, etc.

2) I Have a List of Internet Retailers I Trust and I Shop
Them Regularly. I check them once a week, usually
Thursday morning, checking for bargains and hard to
find models. In order of how often I buy, they are

1)  American-excellence.com    2) Diecastdirect.com

3)  Valuediecast .com                  4) Relicarz.com  

5) Amazon.com 

And I may check the five sites below from time to time,
and perhaps even other sites I visit less often,
particularly if something is proving difficult to find

DominionModels.com        MintModels.com                 

Modeltrainstuff.com            3000toys.com                                   

E-bay
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How I Shop, cont.
3) I also shop at TCA train meets and local stores, but this

is just target-of-opportunity shopping. I go to train
shows mostly to meet friends and enjoy talking trains.
I look while there, but . . . . If I find something I want I
will most certainly buy it while there. I don’t find
enough models at toy stores to justify going, but when
I’m with my grandkids there, Grandpa buys himself
toys, too, if he sees one he likes.

4) I’m no longer a bargain-basement shopper, but I follow 
all the advice I’ve given here:

As I mentioned early in this book, I now collect diecast

just because it’s fun, in addition to having plenty to put

out on the layout. But I still seek bargains even if its

often on premium-brand, limited edition models. And

all the same rules apply. I’ve done my homework and

learned my lessons. So I know:

• What I want and need

• How much I can afford to spend.

• What is made and what’s a good price for it.

• Where to shop and how each shop is run.

• How to play by the “game rules” for shipping.

• How to put it all together shop smart.

And I enjoy myself: don’t forget that. That is what its

all about!

SO WE’VE REACHED THE END OF THE BOOK. I’m
out of advice to give. Good luck with your
diecast collection! If you need to contact me,
you can through modeltrainforum.com.
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The Gordon-Keeble

Resin Model by Matrix.  One of 408 made.

Chekhov said that if you describe a gun in Chapter 1 of a novel,
you’d better make sure it goes off by the end of the book. Since I
mentioned the Gordon Keeble in Chapter 1, I’ll include the rest of
the story here.

Several years ago an episode of the BBC cold-case series Waking
the Dead featured a “Gordon-Keeble coupe.” I was sure it was a
fictional car. First, I had never heard of it. Second, its hood
ornament/emblem – which turned out to be the clue that broke
the case wide open – was a Tortoise. I figured this had to be some
sort of movie-set inside joke. What type of idiot would make a
Tortoise the symbol of a high-end GT car? An English idiot, it
turns out. It was real: around ninety were hand-built in England
between 1964 and 1967. The were built to the very highest
standards, basically equal to Rolls Royce quality, fitted with a
Bertone body styled by Italy’s Giugiaro, and powered by a
Corvette 327 engine.

When I found out that the Gordon-Keeble was a real car, I had to
find a model of it. I had no luck at all for several years. Matrix
helped me out by only recently releasing this lovely, super-
detailed model. UPS Delivered it just as I finished this book. An
omen if there ever was one!!

I got it in a color nearly identical to the car in the TV show. This
model will go in my 63rd detective vignette, on the layout along
with the entire cold case team from the series.
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This guidebook outlines what I have learned assembling a

collection of diecast cars, trucks, buses, construction and

military vehicles for my O-gauge model train layout. I’m

not sure all of this is the best way to go about everything,

but it’s what I did. It worked for me. I had, and continue to

have, a lot of fun. That’s what it’s all about

- Lee Willis
Always seeking the very model                        

of the modern major motorcar

Lee Willis has been an avid O-gauge toy train fan since 1953. An
electrical engineer by education and professional career, he has
published eight books on power systems engineering, electric utility
management, and renewable electric generation. This is his third
book on model railroading.


